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SITE SYSTEM SITE SYSTEM >SITE SYSTEM The site system is an online system to
manage player achievements. Player rankings can be set in the place of player name
and achievement, making it easy to see where you stand in comparison to others. SITE
SYSTEM *The site system is currently not available in multiplayer. Players in an offline
session can access it. However, not all achievements will be visible in offline sessions. In
the case of achievements that affect a player's honor level, such as those needed to
unlock rank, the player's honor will be deducted when determining the player's rank.
SITE SYSTEM >SITE SYSTEM *The site system is currently not available in multiplayer.
Players in an offline session can access it. However, not all achievements will be visible
in offline sessions. In the case of achievements that affect a player's honor level, such
as those needed to unlock rank, the player's honor will be deducted when determining
the player's rank. SITE SYSTEM Players can create their own profile pages by using the
site system. You can show your recent achievements and your current stat, as well as
view others' achievements and stat. SITE SYSTEM *The site system is currently not
available in multiplayer. Players in an offline session can access it. However, not all
achievements will be visible in offline sessions. In the case of achievements that affect
a player's honor level, such as those needed to unlock rank, the player's honor will be
deducted when determining the player's rank. SITE SYSTEM Players can set their own
personal rankings and achievements through the site system. SITE SYSTEM SITE
SYSTEM >SITE SYSTEM The site system is an online system to manage player
achievements. Player rankings can be set in the place of player name and achievement,
making it easy to see where you stand in comparison to others. SITE SYSTEM *The site
system is currently not available in multiplayer. Players in an offline session can access
it. However, not all achievements will be visible in offline sessions. In the case of
achievements that affect a player's honor level, such as those needed to unlock rank,
the player's honor will be deducted when determining the player's rank. SITE SYSTEM
Players can create their own profile pages by using the site system. You can show your
recent achievements and your current stat, as well as view others' achievements and
stat. SITE SYSTEM *The site system is currently not available in multiplayer. Players in
an

Elden Ring Features Key:
Various Classes [Warrior] Build yourself with a shield and a spear, make use of your
vengeful nature against your foes. [Ranger] The berserk pack of the Lands Between,
attack from the back. [Red mage] Heize the enemy with magic. [Warlock] Spread your
fear with dark magic to the Furies of the Lands Between. [Shaman] Ritualize the Furies
to develop your own tribe.
Warp Gate [Sewer]: Enter the Lands Between, the Sewer of the Furies. [Crystal]:
Seaward, find a new life. [Mail]: Touch the power of the lands Beyond. [Heaven]: Cross
the dimensional borders to another world.
Combine Classes [Warrior]: Build up your base stats. [Red mage]: Mix your support
magic with a warrior's attack. [Warlock]: Seize your opponents' weapons. [Ranger]:
Heize your enemies with a decoy. [Shaman]: Distribute your own fear power.
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Class Flexibility [Warrior]: Master the offensive system and melee directly with melee
attacks. [Ranger]: Utilize your surrounding environment. [Shaman]: Fight with natural
attacks. [Warlock]: Use restricted magic, and attack with form and energy, supporting
the action with debuffs.
Equipment [Warrior] A shield, spear, armor, and weapon [Ranger] A shield, bow,
bowgun, and weapon [Shaman] A staff and weapon
Class and Endurance restrictions [Shaman] Expert Level 3 class is restricted. Advanced
Survival is restricted. Expert Level 9 class is restricted. [Ranger] A Bow is a must have.
[Warrior] A Sword is a must have. [Warlocks] Take magic and Stamina units.
Fate You will follow a path, but you can freely choose one of the 12 classes and 6
subclasses.

System Diagram
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